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Introduction

 Microgrids: small blocks of the energy grid

 Grid connected or islanded

 Incorporation of renewables (RES)

 Economic and operational benefits

 Stability: important issue

 But different than in utility grid

3https://www.euroheat.org/news/global-

microgrid-study/ Accessed: 11. 09. 2020.
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What is the cause of the differences?

 Grid connected and islanded operation mode

 Grid connected: frequency determined, stability of individual components

 Islanded: frequency no longer kept up by the main grid, low short circuit capacity

 Smaller system size

 Short feeders

 Higher R/X ratio

 Different mathematical relationships
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What is the cause of the differences?

 Lower system inertia

 High uncertainty 

 Higher penetration of RES

 High uncertainty 

 Unbalanced three phase loading

 Usually balanced assumed

 Unique stability challenges (no voltage collapse, frequency stability in 

islanded mode)

 Strongly coupled system variables
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How can we classify the stability?

 Because of the strong coupling: not practical to label after one variable

 Possible categorization:

 Cause of instability

 Size of the disturbance

 Physical components 

involved

 Etc.

 Size of disturbance: Small signal and large signal stability
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Small signal stability

 Steady state stability

 Stability problems after small disturbances

 Feedback controllers, continuous  load switching, power limit of micro 

sources

 Linearization (like in large power systems)

 Eigenvalue and Impedance analysis traditionally

 Because of unbalanced nature: development of state-space models complex

 More effective: combination of dynamic simulation and signal processing 

(Prony method)

 More likely to cause significant problems
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Large signal stability

 Transient stability

 Stability problems after large disturbances

 Complex problems (sequence of disturbances)

 Short circuits, unplanned transition into islanded mode, loss of generation 

units

 Three categories:

 Lyapunov Based Technique

 Proper representation of nonlinear system components

 Complex method: but less generators and buses, more manageable 
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 Time-Domain Simulations:

 High accuracy and validity

 Precise stability boundaries 

 Computational intensity

 Transient Stability tool alternative solution for computational complexity but 

developed for balanced networks

 Hardware in the Loop Studies:

 Advanced and effective tool for stability analysis in microgrids

 Especially effective in analysis of DER components and their control

 Digital Real Time Simulator (DRTS) microgrid network
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Summary

 Many similarities but also differences

 Mainly in: size, inertia, penetration renewable energy sources

 Possibly most significant: unbalanced network

 Readjustment and re-examination of methods also potential new solutions
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Thank you for your attention!
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